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It's time to think and act globally on employment tax risks 

As global mobility and business travel re-emerge from lockdown, revenue authorities are likely to 
analyze employment taxes more closely.  

Often a barometer of a company’s broader management of taxes, employment tax can be an area 
revenue authorities analyze, leading to challenges in other areas of taxes. With employment taxes 
often referred to as a “hidden” tax, and with responsibility for compliance often spread across 
multiple parts of an organization, many companies are looking closely at these taxes. But who 
holds ultimate responsibility? 

Is it time for your organization to name an employment tax leader who can coordinate and manage 
these issues? That’s the question posed in this first of a series of three EY articles that look at 
employment taxes through a tax risk and controversy lens. 

 

Related articles:  

► Issue 48: Voluntary disclosures — a valuable tool for dealing with value-added tax (VAT) errors 

► Issue 47: Cross-border tax controversy on the rise: transfer pricing trends in the life sciences sector 

► Issue 46: Is your organization ready to meet growing global demands for tax governance? 

► Issue 45: What 2022 may hold for global tax policy and controversy 
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Register for EY Tax News Update: Global Edition 

EY Tax News Update: Global Edition is a free, personalized email subscription service that allows you to receive EY Global Tax Alerts, newsletters, 
events, and thought leadership published across all areas of tax. Access more information about the tool and registration here. 
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description of the rights individuals have under data protection legislation are available  
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This material has been prepared for general informational purposes only and is not intended to 
be relied upon as accounting, tax, legal or other professional advice. Please refer to your 
advisors for specific advice. 
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